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Straddling an electric fence
Makes no sense Hurdle it with confidence
Hope the wire's not too high
Set to "fry"
Or you're headed for the sky
Battery-powered or mains-run
Set to "stun"
Adds excitement to your run
Go around without a fuss
Or get a buzz
Do not simply stand and cuss
Leap your fence with grace and skill
What a thrill Otherwise you'll look a dill.
Jane Forsyth.
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ALL THAT HARD WORK
I recently controlled an Autumn Series event in Woodhill Forest. 120 people competed, averaging just
under 60 minutes on their courses. 110 hours of orienteering were enjoyed.
This is how long it took us to put the event together (rough estimates):
Setter
Controller

50 hours
25 hours

Coordinator
Helpers

10 hours
25 hours

Total
110 hours
Ouch! Painful, isn't it? We had a decent turnout, a larger turnout than most clubs in NZ ever have, and
we worked for more hours than the orienteers actually ran. That's crazy! It's not as if any of the work was
actually fun - I would much rather have been doing something else. The only good bit was during the
event, helping novices, discussing route choices, and receiving kind compliments for Bruce's excellent
courses.
And we ask ourselves why we are having trouble finding people to run events.
So I turned to thinking how we could reduce that amount of work, and I came up with some ideas. None of
these ideas is new; I'm restating them because I feel we badly need to consider how to change the ratio of
work to fun. Most of the ideas are on things we shouldn't have done, because they didn't directly
contribute to the fun that was being had.
• We should have planted the controls at the time of scoping the control sites the previous weekend saving: 6 hours. That would have reduced the number of visits to each control site to only three - once
by the setter, once by the Controller, (we actually visited together), once by the ControlPickerUpper.
Fewer visits is impractical, I think. More is unnecessary.
• We shouldn't have had a Starter or a Finisher. Self-starting and finishing doesn't reduce the enjoyment
of the event. Saving: 8 hours (there were two Finish officials.) At the very least we didn't need two
Finishers.
• We should have cut down the start times to 60 minutes. Saving: 11 hours. I can think of few good
reasons for extended start times. Can you? Church and children are two thoughts. Some other clubs
get by with 60 minutes, although two hours is popular.
There were a whole bunch of things we did get right:
• We didn't plant the controls and hang the flags separately - completely unnecessary extra work.
Saving: 5 hours.
• We didn't do separate control descriptions, signs, instructions, etc: we put everything on one sheet
handed out at the gate. We didn't do separate master maps and map corrections. Saving: 1 hour.
• We had a reasonably compact Event Centre, with access to everything by car; saving: 1 hour
• We used a compact area of the map (not that we had any choice!) saving: 4 hours
MARK ROBERTS
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CALENDAR

The editor takes no responsibility for the accuracy of the following information which has been collated from m
sources and no-one tells him anything anyway so he just makes most of it up. Please call Club Secretaries for f
confirmation, although no-one tells them either: (C) Central: Rae Powell 624 1513 (CM) Counties-Manukau: L
Brighouse 09 298 8380 (NW) NorthWest: Marquita Gelderman 412 8879 (Wh) Whangarei: David Nevin 09 4
2415 (H) Hamilton: Jim Barr 07 856 9501 (P) Pinelands: Lyndon Haugh 07 886 9671 (T) Taupo: Alison Mensen
378 0577 (R) Rotorua: Andrew Wilson 07 348 7694 (E) Egmont: Annie Sanderson 07 753 3541.

JULY 1996
Tue 2nd

CM

Club meeting, 19:30, Shuker residence, Waiuku
All Counties-Manukau Club members welcome

Wed 3rd

C

Club meeting, Powell Residence, 23A Fernleigh Avenue, Epsom, 19:30
All Central Club members welcome

Thu 4th

NW

Club meeting, 19:30, Middleton residence, 24 Shanaway Rise, Glenfield
All NorthWest Club members welcome

Sun 7th

Wh

AOA OY1, Slipper Lake, Mangawhai, starts from 10:00 to 13:00
Mainly fast open forest with some slower running for longer courses. Starting at the
beach, on the north end of the map. Entry from the Forest Headquarters gate. 15
minutes walk to the start; 8 courses, as per 1995 format; controller Rhys Thompson.

8-14

Junior World Championships, Vilcea, Romania

Wed 10th

Deadline for entries for Wairarapa Winter Classic, 21st July

12,13

C

Sat 13th

WACO Training Day, Okawa Bay, 12:00, details in this issue
10km north of Rotorua on Tauranga highway

Sun 14th

(NW

Promotional event CANCELLED)

R

CDOA OY4, Peka Block Forest/Farm, 11:00-13:00
A new map of a young forest, just south of Rotorua on Taupo highway.
Northern League: Counties-Manukau v Hamilton, NorthWest v Pinelands/Taupo

CM

AOA OY2, Waiuku Forest signposted from Waiuku, 10:00-12:30
Setter Rod Pilbrow, Controller Wayne Aspin, $6 Senior, $4 Junior, $16 Family
Northern League NorthWest v Rotorua, Central v Hamilton

Y

Wairarapa Winter Classic, Blodslitet endurance event, Glenroy

Sun 21st

22-26
Sat 27th

Silva New Zealand National Secondary Schools Champs, Woodhill
Setter/Controller Stewart family, assistance welcomed, coordinator Tom Davies

O-Ringen Sweden
NW

Social Trivial Pursuits, Long Bay, 19:30, details in this issue
3
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TWALK - Canterbury Twenty Four Hour event
C

Streets / parks, Farm Cove, 10:00-12:30
Start at Farm Cove Intermediate School, Butley Drive, Pakuranga
Setter Russell Howard, Controller Eddie Reddish

H

Rose Gardens / Sandford Park, 11:00-13:00

Wh

Winstones, 11:00-12:00

T

Rangatira Farm (?) 11:00-12:00

Tue 30th

World Cup 4 (Short O) Sweden

AUGUST 1996
Thu 1st

NW

Sat 3rd
Sun 4th

Club meeting, 19:30, Stone residence, 8 Agathis Avenue, Mairangi Bay
All NorthWest Club members welcome
World Cup 5 Norway

NW

Sixteen Mile, AOA OY3, 10:00-12:30
Hamilton v Pinelands/Taupo, Central v Counties-Manukau
World Cup 6 (Relay) Norway

Tue 6th

CM

Club meeting, 19:30, Brighouse residence, 27 Coulthard Terrace, Papakura
All Counties-Manukau Club members welcome

Wed 7th

C

Club meeting, Powell Residence, 23A Fernleigh Avenue, Epsom, 19:30
All Central Club members welcome

Sun 11th

T

Sat 17th

CDOA OY5, Karapiti, 11:00-13:00
World Cup 7 (Relay) Switzerland

WACO Training Day, Muriwai, 11:00, details in this issue
Signposted from SH16 at Waimauku northwest of Auckland
Sun 18th

C

AOA OY4, Beautiful Hills, Cory-Wrights, 10:00-12:30
Complex pines / native / dunes, some steep areas, Woodhill Forest
Signposted on SH16 between Northwestern Motorway and Helensville
Hamilton v Rotorua, Pinelands/Taupo v Counties-Manukau

R

Tui Ridge Park, 11:00-13:00
Oturoa Rd between SH5 from Hamilton and Hamurana-Ngongotaha Road

Mon 19th

World Cup 8 (Short O) Switzerland

Wed 21st

World Cup 9 Switzerland

Sat 24th

World Cup 10 France

4
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C

Streets/parks, One Tree Hill / MtStJohn 10:00-12:30

H

Hamilton Lake, 11.00-13:00

T

Opepe West, 11:00-12:00

Wh

Omu Creek (?), 11:00-12:00

Sat 31st

Deadline for entries for NZOF Course Setting Competition, details in this issue

31-1

World Rogaine Championships, Mount Singleton, West Australia

September 1996
AOA OY5, Whiriwhiri Maioro

15,17 D

South Island Champs, Otago, A-NZ Trial

17

Kioreroa Road

Wh

1

CM

7

WACO Training Day, Kallarney Lake

8

H

CDOA OY6 MtEliza

December 1996

NW

Karamatura

1

HB

Rogaine, Smedley

8

H

Waikato University

Wh

Mangawhai

23,24

Wellington Championships

14

WACO Training Day, Paparoa

15

C

AOA OY6, Te Heke, NWOC Champs

T

Streets, Great Lake Centre

29

PAPO A-NZ Warmup, Bottle Lake

Wh

Mair Park

31

PAPO A-NZ Challenge Individuals, Dalethorpe

P

Hodderville (?)

Oz

Aussie Championships, Tasmania

22

28-6

Southern Cross Junior Challenge
29

C

Streets / parks, Carrington

H
T

Patetonga
Spa Park (?)

October 1996
6

13

NW

Otakanini Topu, AOA OY7

P

Hodderville (?)

Wh

Phoebe's Lake (?)

T

CDOA OY7, Opepe East

19,20 CM

"Blossom" 3 Day event, A-NZ trial

PAPO MTB/Club/Night/Train-O, Hanmer Springs

November 1996
3

C

AOA Relay Champs, Velvet Downs

H

Glenora, Wharepapa South

5
9,10

1

PAPO A-NZ Model, Craigmore

2

PAPO A-NZ Relays, Craigmore

J u n e 1997
1-3

W/HV Nat Champs, Manawatu

September 1997
27-4

Vet World Ch, Minnesota, USA

Auckland Champs & Trials & NRL
Harkers Reserve & Four Seasons

26-28 HB

January 1997

An orienteer with no sense,
Tried crossing an electric fence,
He sat in the middle,
Got a shock up his diddle
And from that day on always was tense.
Julianne Patrick.

Auckland Primary Schools Champs
E

CDOA Ch, Ratapipi/Mangamahoe, trial
5
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NORTHWEST
NEWSHOUND

Fiona Monks (2nd)
Junior Boys

Lise Moen (3rd)
James Currie (CMOC)

Adam Thorpe (2nd)
The club is in the process of re-mapping Kaipara
Knolls and a new map is being made just to the
south of this area.
Hawkes Bay is hosting the Labour Weekend 3-Day
this year, and it has been proposed that NWOC
charters a bus to transport about 25 souls to the
event. We have pencilled in dormitory / camping
accommodation handy to the orienteering, so this
could be a great opportunity to socialise with witty,
intelligent, athletic fellow orienteers - not to mention
share a few bottles of wine or bore a captive
audience with split times or route analyses.
Watch this column for more details next month...
NWOC club champs will be held in conjunction with
OY6 (Te Heke map run by Central) on September
15th, so don't cut back on your training just yet.

People
Events
The Queen's Birthday 3-Day event was the
highlight of June, and made all the more
memorable by wild Wellingtonian style weather with
temperatures to match! Tents blew down or selfdestructed and early runners found a few control
flags flying at half-mast or on the ground.
But the orienteering itself was fast and exciting,
with physically demanding intricate farmland and
sand dune forest in perfect clean running condition.
Special thanks go to Mike Beveridge, Dave
Melrose, Lesley and Keith Stone, Stan Foster
(computer whiz), Phil Johansen (who took the 4WD
van up impossible hills) and all the club members
who helped over the 3 days.
The weather was perfect for the Auckland
Secondary Schools champs held on Kaipara Knolls
on 18 June, where Stan Foster set the courses,
Marquita controlled and Rob Ambler co-ordinated.
Congratulations to the following club members:
Senior Boys

Nic Foster

Senior Girls

Charlotte Hood

Intermediate Girls

Natalie Rouse (3rd)
Jonene Nash
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Mark Lawson is now responsible for gear
maintenance ( first job to purchase some new
tents?) although the gear wagon will still be located
at the Michels' residence.
In late June several club members are off overseas
on the European campaign trail to Norway, Oringen in Sweden, and several World Cup events.
Marquita Gelderman and Rob Garden are traveling
via a training camp in Queensland and will be
joined by Kirsten Ambler (with a one-way ticket) in
Europe. NWOC has made a donation towards
Kirsten's and Marquita's expenses and we wish
them good luck in all their races.
Well done to the 6 juniors who have been selected
for the Southern Cross Challenge Team: Michelle
Nash, Fiona Monks, Charlotte Hood, Charlotte
Marra, Peter Ambler and Alex Hood. Also to Neil
Ferguson of WACO, a graduate of the Graham
Peters Academy for up-and-coming orienteers.
Our president is celebrating his big 50 this week.
Happy Birthday Dave Middleton.

Social event 27th July, all welcome
An evening of Trivial Pursuits and that sort of thing
is promised by Lesley Stone on 27th July at
19:30pm. All are welcome, and Central Club
members are especially invited to come and form
club teams to show NorthWest how it's done.
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The venue is the MERC Centre, at the entrance to
Long Bay Beach. Bring food (snacks) and wine,
Central wine-Os very welcome. Prizes will be on
offer; entrance fee $8, fundraising for the NWOC
bus trip to Hawkes Bay.
Bas Cuthbert will be asking the questions. He
promises that youngsters (those under 30!) will not
be left out and will actually know the answers to
some of the questions!.

Next club meeting
The July NorthWest Club meeting will be held
19:30 on Thursday 4th July at the Middleton
residence, 24 Shanaway Rise, Glenfield.
The August meeting will be held at 19:30 on
Thursday 1st August at the Stone residence, 8
Agathis Avenue, Mairangi Bay.
Every NorthWest Club member is welcome to
come along and be involved with club decisions.
LISA MEAD 445 4555

CENTRAL
CHATTERBOX

7

The latest word is that our very own Richard Bolt
will be running for NZ with the M21Es at World Cup
event 4 in Sweden, alongside fellow Central Club
members Alistair Landels and Rob Jessop, and
reserve Rob Crawford.
If you want to contact the team during July or
August, to send your best wishes or food parcels,
ask Mark on 520 5993 for their contact details.
Jill Dalton [COC/WACO], Tony Nixon [HVOC] and
Graham Teahan [RKOC] are off to the Colorado 7day in July. Held at altitudes around 9,000 feet with
temperatures ranging from 0 to 30 daily, this should
be an interesting experience, but a good way to
escape NZ's cocktail of volcanic ash, wind, rain and
snow. Some climbing and tramping will follow with
a fair bit of money spending as well no doubt.
Watch for a report.

Next club meetings
The July meeting will be on the 3rd at the Powell
residence, 23A Fernleigh Avenue, Epsom. All
Central Club members are welcome.
MARK STEWART 575-5695

COUNTIESMANUKAU NEWS
Rosemary and I recently went to the CDOA OY
event south of Cambridge. Rosemary won our
grade and I ran off the map, along with all of the
other mistakes I was making 15 years ago. I still
enjoyed the event.
Also running were the
Ashmores from Central.
It must be holiday time as the Aspins have been
coaching in Australia, the Brighouses have been
away (golf clubs too?) and next month the senior
Pilbrows are going to Tonga for a few days R&R
and fresh tropical fruit. This weekend young Colin
and I are going to the Mainland to check out the
weather. I understand that shorts and T shirts are
the order of the day - as underwear.

Not much Chatter to pass on this month, more
chattering next month please!
The Stewarts would be keen to hear from anyone
who can make available a laptop PC for the
Secondary Schools Championships on 12/13 July.

Travellers news

Did anyone else note the crowd at Carisbrook
recently? I presume that Rugby is not planning to
become a summer sport? Is it because they are
paid that their players are able to adapt so readily
to playing overseas in their off season?
Recent duathlon / mini triathlon results feature
familiar names: M Tuck, P Godfrey, M Hood, A
7
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Reeves, C Reeves, J Browne, and P Annan who
was a SAOC member back in C Sizemore's day.
Roger Hiscock has a new job in Shortland Street,
but he tells me it's City not TV.

8

M21Es white Bryce Brighouse M12, Aiden Boswell
M13 and Susie Snedden W14 were the best of the
juniors.
OY6 on Mushroom Road saw Alistair (105 minutes)
turn the tables on David (109) in the 12.8km M21E
event, while Katie Fettes beat Jeanine Browne in
W21E. Of the 200 competitors, who can remember
the storm, with hailstones as big as marbles?
A promotional event on the postcard sized Mt
Richmond map attracted 120 competitors despite a
competing street event on the North Shore.
Joanne Cunningham set a 4.4km course in limited
space for Terry Nuthall to win in 35:00, while Unni
Lewis ran up and down the rocky slopes in 49:00
for the fastest women's time.
The AUCKLAND ORIENTEER editor, Keith Stone,
mentioned that he couldn't fit in all of the
contributions!
The Training Squad for WOC'87 in France had a
budget target of $50,000. With raffles, wine sales,
Forest Run etc how did they find time to train, or
set courses as they used to?
KEN BROWNE [CMOC]

Ineke and Bryce were heading to Ruapehu last
weekend, then it blew up. Geoff spent 17 minutes
fishing off the rocks at Manukau Heads last
Sunday, curtailed by an electrical storm.
Is
Someone trying to say something to these people?
Congratulations to James Currie, winning his grade
at the Secondary Schools Championships.
The Sneddens are building a spa/sauna. I bet that
committee meeting is well attended. The Firemen's
Games are on soon in the USA. Last I heard, they
were planning to go on to Canada for some
Orienteering too.
Don't forget the OY on July 21st in Waiuku Forest.

Next Club meetings
The July Club meeting is at the Shuker residence in
Waiuku at 19:30 on Tuesday 2nd. The August
meeting is at the Brighouse residence.

WHENUA TAPU
I recently had a meeting with Carter Holt Harvey
and the local Iwi to discuss our activities in
Woodhill Forest and how we operate.
The problem is that there are a number of sacred
areas within the forest, some of them not known to
us in the past. Evidently at an event on Muriwai
earlier this year a control and drinks station was
placed inside an old Maori burial ground. It was
seen by local Maori and moved by the setter before
the event began, but the damage was already
done.
There are also sacred areas on
Ngapuketurua and Pulpit Rock.

During two hours of discussion it became apparent
that these sacred areas were made known
decades ago but the information was not passed
SALLY PILBROW 09 236 0303 on to us when we mapped these areas. Moreover
it has long been agreed that the names of these
areas should not be made public. This was part of
the agreement with the Crown when the land was
first planted, but since the forest was sold to CHH
they have not adequately addressed this
The OY series continued with Ann Fettes setting 11 responsibility.
courses on the Mission Coast Road map. David I believe that we as orienteers now have a duty to
Melrose and Alistair Landels were the leading

ARCHIVES JUL'86
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CHH to support them in their attempt to correct
these wrongs. Ultimately this means that we have
to agree to certain requests made by the local iwi.
The Maori representatives present at the meeting
were most apologetic about putting us to this
trouble.
First, we must make sure that we do not place
controls within the sacred areas or set courses that
cross those areas. We must mark them as Out Of
Bounds on our maps when we use them.
Second, we have been asked to cease using a
number of map names because the names
themselves are felt to draw unwelcome attention to
the sacred areas. It is proposed that the following
names be used instead, on advertising, in the
newsletter, at the event, and on the maps:
Ngapuketurua becomes Beautiful Hills (a literal
translation)
Auahine Topu becomes Turkey Ridge
Pulpit Rock becomes ??? any ideas ???
You may be surprised to note that an obviously
English name - Pulpit Rock - is included here. The
Rock itself does not appear on the map; it is
apparently very highly regarded by local Maori, who
want no attention drawn to it at all.
Providing that we follow these requests I see no
reason why we will not be able to enjoy continued
full access to Woodhill Forest.
It may be most efficient to overprint on all of our
remaining map stocks the Out of Bounds areas and
their new names. This will be discussed soon at
meetings of the Central and NorthWest Clubs.
(Central and NorthWest jointly own the two maps
used for the World Cup event.)
ROB AMBLER [NWOC], FOREST LIAISON
OFFICER, AS TOLD TO MARK ROBERTS

MORE WACO
Dear Mark,
Congratulations on a wondrous, fact-filled, actionpacked newsletter last time up. Never mind that
most of it was pinched, in fact this helps shows the
rest of NZ that Aucklanders are not so insular as
they think (although despite living here for a few
years, you wouldn't admit to being an Aucklander,
would you?).
However, just so that the originality content of your

9

newsletter is maintained at an acceptable level,
time for a letter before I depart this rotten weather
for my fourth summer in a row. A sad life, but
somebody has to do it.
One of your original pieces (well, half of it was
original) entitled "WACO, TEXAS?" got me
"prebbleising" (thinking).
Let us start with a
definition from my dog-eaten dictionary...
"Club n. heavy stick used as weapon..."
sorry. Wrong definition.

Oops,

"Club n. body of persons associated for social,
sporting etc. purposes..."
Let us continue with some of your comments...
"A high proportion do not live in the Waikato and do
not seem to be directly linked with Waikato
University"
So what. The definition above does not allude to
geographical restrictions. Next year I might join
Southland OC if I so choose and feel some affinity
with them.
"WACO does not own maps and...run no events"
An observation or a criticism? Where does it say
that a club has to do certain things for the
perceived good of the population at large?
"...although some might feel that the Club as such
has contributed relatively little so far"
Is this YOUR personal feeling? - are you hiding
behind your editorial hat or are there others who
have expressed this view to you? Where does it
say the club has to contribute (and contribute to
what?). I gather the implication is - again - the club
has to contribute for the perceived good of other,
non-club, orienteers.
[It is my opinion that some orienteers might regard
what WACO has contributed so far to orienteering
as a whole has been significant and worthwhile,
and some might not. My own feeling is that WACO
is trying hard but hasn't made it yet.
My hat isn't big enough to hide behind. The whole
point of being an editor is that you don't hide. - MR]
Sorry, the club's primary responsibility is to its own
members. Anyway, I would argue that WACO is
"contributing" by providing an outlet for many
younger Orienteers who for various reasons do not
want to belong to any of the "normal" clubs in their
area. Without this outlet, they may very well
bugger off and take up tiddlywinks or something
equally exciting.
I found this fascination with WACO and its stacked
relay teams, taking club members and "not
9
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contributing" attitude quite sad really. Rather than
criticise, other club's members (obviously filled with
jealousy) should work out why it is that the younger
ones are joining a club whose emphasis is on fun
rather than work - funny that, isn't it? Those in
glasshouses shouldn't throw stones?? Sorry to be
cryptic, but perhaps once people have their own
house in order, they can start taking potshots at
others.
Go back to the definition. A club exists because
there are a group of people with some affinity and a
shared purpose. A club will prosper if it provides
some value to its members. A club will wither and
die if it doesn't. This WACO phenomenon may be
a passing fad or the start of something really big
and beautiful. Who cares?
One final point. As you did touch upon, many of
WACO members DO "contribute" - as individuals.
Out of the 12 full members, 4 currently have NZOF
positions and 2 others have previously held NZOF
positions. Maybe that is our way of putting
something back into the sport, rather than running
a few events and making maps.
Have a lovely Winter,
ROB CRAWFORD [WACO]
PS NRL results show Hamilton 50 beating Central
38 (Rob Jessop 20, Rob Crawford 18.2). AHEM!!
Perhaps John would like to check a current
membership listing of his club. Personally, I think
Central should be disqualified for the rest of the
year for this blatant act of cheating by using
another club's member!
[John informs me that Rob's official resignation
from the Central Club was received later than the
event in question. - MR]
Dear Mark,
I refer to the letter from Shaun Collins in last
month's magazine regarding WACO's stacking of
relay teams. I presume that Shaun in noting
criticism aimed at WACO over the Nationals is
referring to a letter that I wrote to the organising
club on this subject. This letter was copied to him.
With respect to Shaun's reply I would firstly like to
take issue with his heavy emphasis on fun, having
fun and the general attitude that clubs should seek
to engender fun. Where is his sense of sobriety?
Has Shaun no idea that all this fun is likely to
spread to others?
Imagine a forest full of smiling people all having
10
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fun. As if our forests aren't crowded enough
already, without attracting dozens of new fun-loving
runners to destroy the peace and quiet.
On the less serious subject of stacked relay teams:
Shaun will probably notice, on re-reading my letter,
that my criticism of the creation of "Dream Teams"
by WACO was in fact aimed at the technical
committee not WACO. The organisers need to put
in place effective rules to ensure that the Relay
Competition is run in the spirit it was intended. No
criticism was aimed at WACO for going after a win
within the rules of the competition.
On the generally boring subject of relay formats, it
seems fairly obvious that now that WACO have
entered the scene as a primarily Elite club
representing no geographical area, the chances of
ever seeing a return to a universally successful
"Club Relay" are remote. The provincial clubs like
Egmont and Red Kiwis lose their Elites, and WACO
are short of non-elites.
The Elite runners have made it fairly clear over the
last 3 years that running against each other is what
they want to do. It's more fun. Hopefully the new
technical committee will spot this, and return to a
system of single age grade relays. Dangerous
though, we might all start having fun.
NICK COLLINS [EOC]
Dear Mark,
I have just finished reading your article in the last
Auckland Orienteer (a fine publication) about our
orienteering club, WACO. It made interesting
reading and I look forward to other peoples' views
about our club. Just some points to note to clear
up some issues.
There seems to be some confusion about the
name of the club. It is pronounced wack-o as in
nutty, not way-co as in the place in the States
where the nutter went nutty. WACO originally
stood for Waikato Campus Orienteers. The 'A' in
WACO is now known as standing for Auckland,
giving the Waikato and Auckland Campus
Orienteers. This was to account for the Auckland
students in the club, and is still to be finalised with
the universities.
Some of your readers may
remember that there used to an Auckland
University Club, but due to low numbers it
disintegrated.
Now WACO has 8 Auckland
University students as members.
There have been many university clubs over the
years, but as time goes by and the motivated and
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serious orienteering students leave and join the
work force, the clubs dissolve as there is nobody to
run the club. An example of this phenomenon is
the rise and fall of the Victoria University
Orienteering Club in the last two-three years.
WACO has solved this by having the club open to
past members of the university. At the moment
half of the committee are non students, but without
these people the club would not operate.
The major goal for the club has been to provide
membership services for those who wish to join.
The committee of the club felt that most of the
clubs in New Zealand do not offer too much for
their members. This may be why WACO has
started to attract members from other clubs.
People are starting to realise that their orienteering
club should have a lot more to offer. This year
WACO has provided numerous services to club
members. These include entry fee subsidies, the
club orienteering suits are subsidised, members
have received free Leppin at major events and
discounted Leppin products, there have been a
couple of training days and there is the club tent
which fosters a team spirit at events. If you ask
current members about why they joined the club, it
is probably these services that attracted them.
All of the membership services are achieved and
funded by the subscriptions, which are to my
knowledge the cheapest in the country, and other
fundraising ventures like T-shirts and training days.
Just about all of the money that comes in is spent
to provide for our members. Some of you should
ask your clubs what is done with the money that
you pay. I know of clubs which have enough
money to buy a big bus for the club, but they
cannot afford to pay entry fees for a club relay or
support their juniors who are traveling to camps
etc. In WACO all of the money that comes in goes
out, there is no hoarding of money to save up it for
a rainy day.
You stated in your article that WACO do not own
maps and have not run any events. This is true,
we are a small club so we will never have enough
money to make a map. We don't mind, as this isn't
that important to us. There are plenty of maps
around for everyone to use.
However we are
most
happy to
run
training/coaching days for clubs.
In past
correspondence to clubs we have suggested that if
clubs want us to run a training day we would be
willing to do so using one of your their maps. To
date this year, only one club has approached us
and we are running a training day for them. Last
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year only one club asked for and received a
training day. I'm sure that club members out there
would like some training; why not offer them the
chance.
WACO would like to make it known that we are
here to help people. We would like to inform you
all that you are welcome to any training day that we
may be running. You may not have heard of the
training opportunities that we have run in the past,
but now you know. We are running some training
days in the near future (see advert elsewhere in
this mag) and we want to make sure you know
about them. We have tried out our strategies for
these training days in our "closed" training days
and are now opening the sessions up for the public
to benefit from our proven coaching formula.
For proof of the winning formula see the results for
the Nationals - Individuals, Short O, and Relays
and see the WACO name strewn throughout.
SHAUN COLLINS, WACO PRESIDENT
Dear Mark
I'm intrigued that it is reported that WACO
members are in the 18 - 25 age group. Does this
mean that I am in some sort of rejuvenation mode?
In spite of being the 'senior' member of this club,
I'm feeling most welcome and am enjoying the
emergence and enthusiasm of this new club.
Don't see WACO as a threat - look at what makes
them a success, they're definitely finding a niche
and fulfilling a need. Watch out for classy new O
suits too.
JILL DALTON [COC/WACO]
Rob, Shaun, Nick and Jill:
thanks for your comments. Four letters on one
topic must be a record for this publication in recent
years.
I feel that orienteering clubs have a responsibility
outside their immediate membership. The purpose
of orienteering clubs as we currently understand
them is to run events, and for that they usually
need to draw maps. Without clubs we (generally)
can't have events or maps; without maps we can't
have events; without events we don't have a sport.
Yes of course there are exceptions to these rules,
but let's consider the general case.
O clubs generally have a very altruistic approach,
which I admire. I feel that most clubs judge
themselves on how much fun was had at their
11
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events, not on how much fun their members had.
If we can took back in a few years and say that
WACO really has contributed to orienteering in
New Zealand by providing training opportunities for
all orienteers, then WACO will have been a good
thing.
I sincerely hope that it does work out that way.
I hope that we won't look back and say "poor
Shaun, he tried so hard, and not enough people
actually helped him."
If anyone else would like to comment, please do
so.
MARK

QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY
UPSETS
The "new breed" of junior men have burst into the
open class in a dramatic way. In his first national
race in M21E, Karl Dravitzki from New Plymouth
headed off the current New Zealand Champion
Rob Jessop! Dravitzki's age - seventeen.
The occasion was the first day of the Queens
Birthday 3-day event, held on steep open sanddune terrain with numerous patches of the small
native tree, manuka. Behind the leading pair was
national Short-O Champion Shaun Collins, and
then another seventeen-year-old, Fraser Mills, from
Palmerston North. Dravitzki and Mills are among a
group of about eight orienteers who have blasted
through the junior ranks in recent years, and will
shortly make up New Zealand's first JWOC
appearance larger than a single person.
In fifth place was Richard Bolt, a 20-year-old who
was NZ's sole participant at last year's JWOC.
While the potential of Dravitzki, Mills and co has
been evident, the result has startled New Zealand
orienteers. National Squad Coach Rob Garden
was saying before the weekend that the young men
could surprise with maybe a fourth place or similar even he was not expecting a win!
Nor was this a flash in the pan. On the second day
of the weekend, held in the flatter and more
intricate sand-dunes of Woodhill Forest, Dravitzki
and Mills were third and fourth, followed by yet
another seventeen-year-old, Brent Edwards from
Tauranga. At the front it was Collins' day, followed
by Jessop, who had to be content with another
12
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second placing.
As it was on the last day, when Darren Ashmore
took the honours on a return to a different part of
the first day's map. The consistent Jessop was
next, followed by Collins, Richard Bolt and Phil
Wood.
Dravitzki, Mills and Edwards finished 7-8-9, still a
tidy result considering the total distance of three
elite races in a row.
The quality of the field was strong, lacking only
three men overseas (Landels, Farquhar and
Barbour) and two South Islanders (McLeod and
Boswell).
The womens elite competition was more
predictable, with only one young woman using the
weekend to break into W21E. Rachel Smith (18)
who has moved from the South Island to Hamilton
in the north to study, had a solid if less spectacular
weekend, with improving placings of 8th, 6th and
5th. Marquita Gelderman won two out of three
against Tania Robinson to win the overall
competition, with Antonia Wood coming next (4th,
3rd, 4th). All the top women were present except
Jenni Adams, who has finished study in Britain and
has moved to Sweden.
The standout performance among the women was
Jo Henderson's 3rd place on day one. Henderson
showed great potential as a junior, but developed
severe shin problems. Following surgery and
rehabilitation she is now catching up with her
peers, and will compete in the later World Cup
events this year.
MICHAEL WOOD [HVOC] ON O-NET

NORTHERN LEAGUE
Event 3 April 5th NZOF Championships
Counties-Manukau 99 beat Central 91
Counties-Manukau Patricia Aspin 20, Ross
Brighouse 20, Shane Phillips 20, Tania Robinson
20, Wayne Aspin 18.6
Central Richard Bolt 20, Rob Jessop 20, Selwyn
Palmer 17.9, Rob Brewis 16.9, Mark Stewart 16.6

Event 4 June 9th CDOA OY3 Kairangi
Central 46 beat Rotorua 29
Central Terry Nuthall 13.3, Mike Ashmore 11.4,
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Lyn Ashmore 10.7, Andy Brewis 10.3
Rotorua Peter Fitchett 15, Brent Edwards 14.4
Counties-Manukau 18 beat Pinelands/Taupo 11
Counties-Manukau: Rosemary Gatland 17, Sally
Pilbrow 1
Pinelands/Taupo: Don Fraser 11.2
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Angela Eccles
W18
Felicity Anderson
Paulette Ashmore
Charlotte Hood
Rowena Humphries

W

D L F

A

Pts

C-M

3

0 0 216

196

9

Cen

1

0 3 269

268

5

Rot

1

0

1 76

46

3

Ham

1

0 0 50

38

3

M16

P/T

0

0

1 11

18

0

NW

0

0

1 0

47

0

David Barr
Ross Morrison
David Stewart
Jamie Stewart
Paul Frith

The competition last year had team selectors for
each club.
This proved unworkable.
The
modification for this year was to have teams
selected only when playing in their home area.
Otherwise the best 5 individual results for each club
were used. This has also proven unworkable.
Four of the selected Pinelands/Taupo team and
three of the Rotorua team did not actually run A
grade in the above CDOA OY event. Full teams
were also rare in the previous two NRL events. As
the competition administrator, I propose that in
future the best 5 individual results in different A
grades will be used for all events. That is, no
distinction will be drawn between playing home or
away. I will proceed with this unless I hear
otherwise from clubs.

SOC (Reserve)

Wai
COC
NWOC
HOC

W20
Charlotte Marra
Andrea McDiarmid

NWOC
SOC

HOC
HBOC
COC
DOC
NWOC (Reserve)

M18
Stuart Barr
Ben Bocock
Michal Glowacki
Fraser Mills

HOC
HAVOC
SOC
WACO

M20
Peter Ambler

NWOC

Malcolm Barr
HOC
Neil Ferguson
WACO
Alex Hood
NWOC
JOHN POWELL [COC] 624 1513 Well done all those Aucklanders who have made
the team and good luck with the Challenge.

SOUTHERN CROSS
JUNIOR CHALLENGE
New Zealand team for the Southern Cross Junior
Challenge:

W16
Abbey Grossmith

Wai

Fiona Monks
Michelle Nash
Claire Rankin

NWOC
NWOC
Who

LORRI O'BRIEN [NWOC]

ETCETERA
AOA Secretary
The AOA acknowledges with thanks the work that
John Watson has put in as Secretary to the
association. John has resigned and the AOA is now
looking for a new secretary. The association meets
usually every 2 months - though this may change
under the dynamic chairmanship of Andrew Brewis!
13
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See Andrew if you are interested.

THE AUCKLAND
ORIENTEER

ANN FETTES [NWOC]

Veteran World Championships 1997
Information is now available describing the VWC in
Minnesota, USA in September/October 1997.
Quoting the brochure:
"Central Minnesota is known for its glacial lakes,
clear rivers, vast wetlands, and natural forests of
conifers and mixed hardwoods. It is a land shaped
by glaciers which covered the area more than
10,000 years ago. When the ice sheets receded,
they left a unique, rolling landscape of glacial
moraines, or low gravely hills.
Although the woods are very runnable, it is difficult
terrain to orienteer because of the subtle and
pattern less contours. This challenging terrain will
be worthy of world-class competition.
Each day of the VWC competition will feature a
different part of Camp Ripley's unique landscape to
challenge the best veteran orienteers in the world."

For Sale
New Zealand tracksuit top (white & black Adidas)
size 36 cm. Well travelled, but in good shape.
Free to a good home. Also maroon and white O
trousers size 14, alternate colours on back & front
of legs. Talk nicely to:
JILL DALTON [COC] 6342471.

Oops
Marquita wishes to
members who were
address list published
have been half asleep
list!

apologise to those AOA
inadvertently left off the
last month. She claims to
at the time of preparing the

Printing
The Auckland Orienteer is no longer printed by
Premier Print. We have only praise for Premier's
very high level of service and professionalism, but
this came at a cost. We were made an offer we
could not refuse by "Campus Copycentre" at
Unitec. Clubs should start receiving more modest
bills for the newsletter this month.
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The AUCKLAND ORIENTEER...
...is the monthly newsletter of the Auckland Orienteering
Association, combining the Central, Counties-Manukau
and NorthWest Orienteering Clubs. It is edited by Mark
Roberts, COC (520 5993} and distributed by Marquita
Gelderman, NWOC (412 8879) and published on or
about the first of every month except January.

Next Issue: August 1996
Mail your contributions to Box 99612 Newmarket, or
deliver to 23a Shore Road, Remuera, or fax 263 4794, or
call me or my machine at home on 520 5993, or call me
at work on 263 4793, or email mark@kiwiplan.co.nz
The deadline for contributions for the August
is Saturday 20th July.
Disks please, if you can; ASCII text with no hard returns,
or Microsoft Word, on DOS 3.5" disks for preference. I
will, of course, return your disk, but remember to write
your name on the label!
AUCKLAND ORIENTEER

If you can't supply on disk, and the article is fairly long,
please supply as camera-ready copy, on A4 with a
16mm border all round (265mm x 178mm), and font size
at 11 points. Careful! This border is smaller than your
WP or typewriter would normally be set up for, and the
font size is bigger.
/ am perfectly happy to type articles or letters if
necessary!

Distribution
If you change your address, please contact your club
membership officer or Marquita Gelderman on 412 8879.
If you want a back issue of The AUCKLAND ORIENTEER,
please contact your club membership person, or
Marquita, or me.

Credits
The New Zealand Orienteering Federation gratefully
acknowledges the support of the Hillary Commission.
MARK ROBERTS 520 5993
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THE PICTURE COURSE
Last month at the Maitai event we
introduced a new type of map for this
club - the picture map. On the opposite
page is a segment of that map.
The picture map is aimed at
youngsters in about the 5 to 10 year old
age group. It was felt that we needed a
bridge between the string course which
is attractive to 3 to 8 year old and the
use of a normal orienteering map which
can a p p e a r
very
technical
and
complicated for a 11 year old.
We may be the only NZ club using a
picture map but the idea has been around
for a long time. Above my computer sits
a copy of an Elizabethan map dated 1574
and that is covered in tiny pictures of
castles, houses, churches, little hills and
trees all in the right place. A year o r so
ago I read an article by an author the
name of whom I have forgotten, on the
use of the picture map for orienteering.
It surprises some people that
youngsters of Primary Age find no
difficulty in drawing a map of a small
area, it may look quite crude and odd to
adults but to other youngsters it is clear
as a mirror. A typical map produced by a
youngster is a picture map, often with no
or little 30 or perspective, but it works
and i t is easier for them t o understand
than our 'proper' orienteering
maps
drawn to International standards.
The WAAHI TAAKARO picture map
did not take much effort to produce.
About one hour to make a rough drawing
in the field, siting the controls at the
same time and about 45 minutes drawing
up at home. In the field I paced out the
major distances to get the ratios about
right and used a pencil on film, then at
home I drew the neat final copy on the
reverse side in ink, finishing by rubbing
out the pencil. You can get a piece of film
from myself or Ian Marriott but paper
and finishing with ballpoint will also
produce a satisfactory job.
The proof of the pudding was in
the eating. I printed off 14 copies and
they were all used which is quite a lot for
one course at a one club event. I think it
was enjoyed and I was pleased at the way
parents of younger children let them
carry and read the map, and just
followed, only butting in when i t was

really required.
It was intriguing to
watch one six year old who was spot on
whilst his father appeared to have some
difficulty in relating the picture symbols
to the real thing.
I did not use control descriptions
or give the numbers on the controls, they
are only an extra complication at this
level. I tried to use features which were
distinctive and of course were marked on
the map. Usually I sited the control so
that it was clearly seen once you were at
the feature and at youngsters eye level,
I was a bit evil and broke that principal
with the control I sited under the bridge
which was out of sight behind a girder
until you were 2 metres away. That was
wrong and it was really a Yellow level and
too hard for a picture course.
I was
relieved every one found it.
Next time I do it I will t r y to avoid
having any string controls near picture
controls, but that won't be easy. I will
also use proper card clip cards which
cost 25c each the 3c paper ones I used
are fine for the string course but are
very difficult to read by the finish
person. I think that means with the cost
of the map we should charge say 50c an
entry.
Planners won't always be able to
site their start at a place which is
suitable for a picture map. Their main
priority is to be close to an area suitable
for the Yellow course, parking, safety
from traffic and natural hazards, toilets
and a 'friendly area' for socializing,
picnic etc, not forgetting the string
course. You may wonder why the red and
orange courses are not mentioned - it
does not matter so much if they have to
walk or run a bit t o get to their good
areas.
But if you can put your start at a
suitable spot why not add a picture map
course to your repertoire.
Maybe a
dozen youngsters will have bit more fun
than usual.
If anyone knows who produced the
article on picture maps or is also using
these maps in New Zealand please let me
know as I would like to acknowledge
there efforts.

DOUG MACKINTOSH [TOPSOC] IN TOPSOC NEWSLETTER
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Southern Orienteering Series
(including Australia - New Zealand Challenge)
South Island, New Zealand
December 1996 - January 1997
Plan now to enjoy 6 great orienteering events and a tour of the the South Island !
Courses for all ages and abilities.
Sun 29 Dec

Event 1

Southland Championships 1996
SOC
Fosbender Park, Southland A brand new map with about as
much variety as you can ask for. Intricate open run sand
dunes, intricate heavily forested sand dunes; detailed water
features & gravel quarries. 10 mins from Invercargill

Mon 30 Dec

Event 2

Twilight Sprint O
SOC
Moko Moko, Southland
Intricate estuary sand dunes with some low bush and scrub.
30 mins from Invercargill

Tues 31 Dec & Wed 1 Jan Rest Days - explore Southland and Otago
Thurs 2 Jan

Event 3

Fri 3 Jan

Individual Event
DOC
Gladbrook - Central Otago (near Middlemarch)
Open farmland with rock features. 50 mins from Dunedin
Model event for Relays

Sat 4 Jan

Event 4

Relay Event; also
PAPO
Australia - New Zealand Challenge Relays
Cleveland Map (used once SI Champs 1995)
South Canterbury (30 mins from Timaru)

Sun 5 Jan

Event 5

Classic Individual Event
PAPO
Remap of Bottle Lake/Spencerville
Sand dune pine forest, close to Christchurch

Mon 6 Jan
Tues 7 Jan

Rest Day
Event 6

Classic Individual Event, also
PAPO
Australia - New Zealand Individual Challenge
Dalethorpe - New Map - Foothills forest; spur gully terrain 30
minutes from Christchurch

Entry forms available soon from:
• Secretaries of all NZ Orienteering Clubs
• Peninsula and Plains Orienteers (PAPO) PO Box 824 CHRISTCHURCH
• the Internet on the Orienteering Web Page: http:/www2.chch.planet.org.nz/~nzo/
• phone or fax 03 384 5116
email
clairem@chch.planet.co.nz
17

1996 NZOF Course

Setting Competition
This year the competition is different for a number of reasons
1.
2.
3.

There are three categories to enter
There is prizemoney up for grabs
The competition is being run by NZ Orienteering
magazine rather than a Club, and all profits after
prizemoney, postage etc have been deducted go to the
"One New Zealand Fund" which aids the travel expenses
of South Island juniors to enable them to go to training
camps etc in the North Island.

PRIZEMONEY
Category 1 Senior
The SILVA Trophy and $50 prize.
Two courses must be planned, one for M12A (white) and one for the M50A/W35A (red)
Category 2 Junior(under 19 yrs)
The Currie Trophy and $40 prize
Two courses must be planned, one for M12A (white) and one for M40B/W16A (orange)
Category 3 Novice Course Setter
$50 prize
For those not confident enough to set a red course
Two courses must be planned, one for M12A (white) and one for M40B/W16A (orange)
To register competitors must send the entry fee ($15 senior and novice, $10 junior) and details of
which category they wish to enter to the address below. You will then be sent maps and all details
including course lengths etc. Each map will have your own number on it to ensure the judges do
not know the names of the competitors! Final entries to the competition must be returned by 31st
August. Remember the sooner you register the longer you have to plan your courses.
This competition is open to all orienteers but only persons affiliated to NZOF may enter categories
1 and 2. Initial judging will be done by the Editor of NZ Orienteering magazine (a previous winner
of the SILVA trophy) and the best 10 courses in each category will be forwarded on to a panel of
three experienced judges.
All entrants will receive their maps back complete with written comments from the judges

Win some money
Support a good cause
Have some fun setting....
Enter NOW
Register with Bruce Collins, 99 Otonga Valley Rd, RD1, RAGLAN, ph 07 8255745
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SOMETIMES IT HURTS
Occasionally injuries will occur with orienteering.
Scratches and lacerations are fairly common and I remember
one particular run at Lake Mangamahoe crashing through
blackberry only to discover at the finish my leg dripping with
blood!!
What should you do to these skin wounds? To stop the
bleeding simply apply direct pressure. Don't use thick padding
or towels because this doesn't allow "direct" pressure over the
bleeding points. You can bath or dab with Savlon (correctly
diluted), otherwise when you get in the shower give the
affected skin areas a good clean with flannel and soap important to remove as much dirt as possible. Dirt left in a
wound will cause "inflammation" resulting in more
discomfort, and greatly increasing the risk of infection. Once
cleaned and the area allowed to dry you can apply a dressing.
This can be as simple as a Band Aid. These dressings are good
because they are well made and are "sterile" - that is no
bacteria will be hiding on them. Choose a size to adequately
cover the area of damaged skin. Covering an area of damaged
skin usually helps the healing.
How does the skin heal? Notice how a few hours after
the wound "leaks" fluid. This holds "1st Aid" tools - White
Cells to fight infection and get rid of "foreign matter", serum
with goodies to help partially damaged cells heal, and
antibodies to attack bugs and dirt. Part of this fluid is due to
the damage done to blood vessels and tissue in the area. After a
few days the fluid dries and becomes sticky allowing a sort of
cover over the damaged tissues. Then a "scab" forms, under
which the new
blood vessels, nerves and skin cells are busily being made to
make the skin whole again and impenetrable to bugs. So don't
pick off the scab, and keep the wound covered. You might need
to change the dressing frequently (once or twice daily initially)
especially if it gets dirty or wet.
19
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What about sutures (stitches)? These may be required
if the wound is gaping. If the wound edges don't stay close to
each other or when you move the edges open up you should
get a doctor or nurse to check your wound. Lacerations that
should be but are not sutured do heal by themselves, but the
process takes much longer, infection is more likely and the
resulting scar is likely to be gross! When in doubt... check it
out.
Any one for Tetanus? Yep, you gotta consider this. It
may be uncommon these days but if you get it you've had it!!
You will be running your next courses on the clouds with
controls just appearing like magic and your times amazing
or running on lava and you can never find the 1st control.
Tetanus is caused by a bacteria which makes a neuro-toxin.
This toxin sits in the nerves controlling muscles and you
guessed it.... stops them working. GET IMMUNISED!! Any
doctor can give you one preferably before you injure yourself.
No wound is too small for bacteria to get in.
You should protect the wound area until healed but
that doesn't stop you from running, working or doing the
dishes.

DR. ANDREW MCNEILL [EOC] IN EOC NEWSLETTER
This kind chap stitched me up after the Taranaki Turkey Traverse earlier this year. He gave me a Tetanus
jab too. I hate him. - MR
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UNCERTAIN NAVIGATION
So, what did we do and what did we learn?
We started with a map walk for the newies and the almost newies while the old hands put out
some controls. Then there was a choice of a short course which started easy and got slightly
trickier, or a line course. Finally, for those people who were still keen, there was a pair relocation
exercise.
Generally, we learnt:
1)
the Spencerville map is well and truly out of date
2)
parts of it were never accurate in the first place (either that or sand dunes move far
faster than most of us thought!)
& 3) even people who have been Orienteering for 20 years or more have trouble in sand
dunes.
What does all this mean for your future?...
I'll give you a clue:
You need to develop a STRATEGY to survive in sand dunes, and on inaccurate maps.
My suggestions:
• Work out what features you can trust - are the tracks still accurate? Is the vegetation still OK?
How big do the dunes/hills have to be to be on the map?
• Base your route choices on major (more likely to be trustworthy) features, keep an eye on your
compass and a track of how far you have gone. If you can pace count, do so. NEVER run and
hope.
• When in a tricky fine detail area, ask yourself for more matching features than you would
normally. At least twice as many, if not three times as many.
• In other words, if you are quite happy to say to yourself "yip, I'm here because that hill in front
of me is that one," on a farm map for instance - you need to check for "yip,I'mhere because
that hill is that one, that depression is here and I'm standing on that knoll," in these areas. If
you don't get a match, proceed with caution. If you still don't get a match 100m away, you're
probably in the wrong place.

JAN DAVIES [PAPO] IN "CONTOUR LINES"
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NAVIGATION IN GRANITE (OR LIMESTONE,
OR SAND DUNES, OR...)
If orienteers could walk their course and time did not matter, then most of you could
do granite navigation perfectly.
The terrain for each leg (not the map), dictates the features and technique. People
have their strengths and weaknesses. The quality of the course really doesn't matter,
or even your route choices, for the results. The bottom line is whether you go
basically direct to an attack point, then find every control nearly straight away. Do
that continuously, throw in some luck, and the rewards follow.
Expect a challenge with granite, increase your observation and techniques. For me,
best results come from navigating it just like mapping it. Keep it simple and utilise
what's reliable. No fancy stuff orfinesse,especially at 1:15000 and/or new maps.
It may help by categorising (in order of importance) the terrain information or
features. I think of them broadly as primaries and secondaries, bonuses and
irrelevants.
Primaries:
• landform in the big picture as up or down, hills and valleys, spurs and gullies,
simple or complex;
• linear rock formation of cliff lines and detail, its ends and edges, that can be
used like a track network (especially the edges and flat areas of white);
• lesser treed areas like grey (bare rock) or marshes that can be seenfroma
distance, to head for, pass through, bounce off or skirt.
Primaries get you quickly and efficiently to the attack point. Sometimes the compass can
help, as does understanding how far, but keeping in touch with the features is the most
popular.

Secondaries:
• other liners such as tracks, main watercourses, vegetation boundaries, etc that
help on route, (but beware they can make you relax, lose concentration and
contact);
• point landforms like knolls, highpoints, gully and spur ends;
• point rock features like boulders and rockfaces.
22
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Secondaries are only confirmations on route and not meant to slow you. From the attack
point to the control these are your accuracy essentials. It's worth a 5 sec stop and extra
look to avoid a 30 sec miss. All the best stop, more often than you think, especially in low
visibility and always at a vantage point
Bonuses:
• edges and ends of yellows or greens (vegetation boundaries) that you can
distinguish;
• small rock, point vegetation and water features (unquestionable);
• corners, ends and edges of black, grey and blue areas.
Sometimes you pass and can use one or some of these if you are lucky. Utilise the linear
ones to speed you up and the point ones as confirmations. Do not totally rely on them, be
careful you stop at them. Stop at a combination secondary and orientate to a primary. It's
only 15-30 secs - make sure as you continue.

Irrelevants:
• most rocky ground and boulderfields,rock detail within rock, etc;
• isolated and marginal point and area features (lone boulder in green), pits, green
lines, vague yellow, etc;
• finesse with vegetation changes and boundaries (greens in green, etc).
At 1:15000 these are often inconsistent and inaccurate causing problems nine times out of
ten. Basic direction, distance and sharp eyes is more reliable. If 1:10000, then maybe some
of these features become bonuses, especially on difficult controls.

The best technique (not necessarily the fastest way), is a quick straight, left or right
route choice. Weave along primaries using confirmations as needed to your attack
point. Stop, take an extra look at the secondaries and be careful and observant into
the control. Benefit from the occasional bonuses and ignore the irrelevants. Check
your direction when unsure, and stop at multiple features when confused (that is not
losing time).
All analysis, training, testing and racing on any granite (or limestone or sand dune)
terrain will improve you. Eventually the navigation will get simple. You will find
the legs will have so many features to make it so. It's the running and reading, the
concentration and consistency that will be hard.

STOLEN FROM STEVE KEY, AUSTRALIAN WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS SQUAD
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